OUR SERVICES
Network Services
Media & Broadcast Services
Government Services
Turnkey Services

Network Services
Offering Network Services (WAN), IP Trunking, Backbone
Connectivity and VOIP/GSM Backhauling, HorizonSat
leverages redundant tier one backbone and teleport
infrastructures with powerful satellites to enable Telcos,
ISPs and large Corporations to meet their critical
communications needs , the success of their operations and
satisfaction of customers and end users.

Media & Broadcast Services
HorizonSat provides satellite capacity for the transmission
of news (SNG), entertainment and other programming for
broadcasters and Direct-to-Home (DTH) platforms.
Utilizing the latest in satellite broadcasting technology,
HorizonSat brings quality reception to deliver content to
multiple distribution channels throughout the region.

Government Services
With its state-of-the-art infrastructure and access to over 12
satellites, HorizonSat serves as a reliable partner within the
Middle East, Asia and Africa region in providing satellite
space segment and mission critical communications
solutions to governmental sectors.

Turnkey Services
With an emphasis on cost effectiveness and quality of
service, HorizonSat's Turnkey Solutions combines
consultancy with design and integration, resulting in endto-end comprehensive solutions that meet the needs of
corporate networks, governments and defense contractors .
Turnkey solutions include the provisioning of space
segment, hardware and software.

Infrastructure
Satellite teleports are permanent satellite uplink facilities located in different parts of the world.
These teleports are facilities that are built for the purpose of maintaining high quality
communications links with orbiting satellites.
HorizonSat operates its own teleport by name of Horizon Teleports located at Munich, Germany
and connects customers with applications ranging from broadband to media programming and
distribution, IP Trunking, GSM Backhauling and more.
Horizon Teleports can offer access to C-Band, Ku-Band and Ka-Band satellites located at 55
degrees west to 78 degrees East. With a fully manned team of experienced support engineers
monitoring the teleport 24/7, and top-of-the-line equipment embracing the latest technologies,
Horizon Teleports helps clients reach their intended goals cost effectively. Our state-of-the-art
Teleport is comprised of 16 high-end antennae, is fully secured and redundant, offers high
quality coverage and guarantees 99.99% uptime. Backed by a solid foundation of more than a
decade of experience in the satellite communications industry through HorizonSat, and its
extensive technical expertise, Horizon Teleports assures its clients of a high standard of service
and quality at all times.

About us
HorizonSat was established in 2001 to provide satellite services as an effective means of
transmitting and receiving data, such as, voice, files and IP-based applications and media
content, as a more efficient way to terrestrial connectivity.

HorizonSat has grown its presence in the Middle East, Asia and Africa by delivering quality
end-to-end customized solutions to its clients in these regions. As technology advanced,
HorizonSat maintained the pace through its services, thanks to its innovative spirit and team.
Throughout these past few years, HorizonSat has become recognized by the Satellite industry
as a major provider of satellite services and has received various awards for its performance,
reputation and quality.
HorizonSat operates its own IP Backbone network through teleports in Germany and France
and has access to a large array of satellites, thereby maintaining an edge in providing effective
and flexible solutions to large corporations, telecom operators, broadcasters and ISPs.
HorizonSat is headquartered strategically in the United Arab Emirates, from where it operates
its state-of-the-art Network Operations Center, maintaining uninterrupted transmission and a
high level of technical support on a 24/7 basis.
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